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 This document describes the files available on the server. The data must be downloaded and 
unzipped. Each zip file contains two directories for “identified” and “unidentified” events with 
SAC, MiniSEED and PNG files inside. The zip file contains also some metadata files giving float 
location, information on clock drift corrections, recorded events and mission stages. There are 
some KML files to visualize the floats trajectory.



I. Identified and unidentified events.

 The events associated with transmitted seismograms are automatically identified before the 
conversion of raw data into SAC files. The program use the TauP package integrated in the Obspy 
python framework. The arrival times of waves from earthquakes catalogued in the IRIS database 
are calculated with TauP and compared with the trigger time of the Mermaid records. Only 
earthquakes with magnitude 5 or more for distance above than 25 degrees and magnitude 4 or 
more for distance fewer than 25 degrees are considered for identification. Different arrivals are 
permitted for identification, such PKP, PKIKP, PKiKP, PKPdf, PKPab, P, Pdiff, PP, Pn, S, SS, Sn, SnSn, 
SKP, SKiKP. However P and PKP are most common, and other identifications should be considered 
with care since they may represent a random coincidence of a noise burst with a predicted arrival, 
especially for low magnitudes.

 When the trigger time corresponds to an arrival time, the event is classified as “identified” and 
the sac header variables "o", "evla", "evlo", "evdp", "mag" and "gcarc" are filled. Seismic T-waves 
recording or none seismic recordings may be ranked in the directory "identified" if the trigger 
time corresponds to a P-Wave theoretical arrival time. The unidentified directory contains in 
particular seismic T-waves recordings, and low frequency noise. Some seismic P-Wave recordings 
may also be ranked in the directory "unidentified” if the event was not found in the catalogue 
(e.g. weak events on an ocean ridge).

II. Data files.

 The events are distributed in the SAC and MiniSEED formats. Theses files are generated with 
Obspy. The SAC files are well adapted for the Mermaid data since each record corresponds to a 
specific earthquake and location. This is recommended to use the SAC files. The MiniSEED files 
can be used but do not include metadata, unlike the headers of the SAC files. The user can also 
find PNG images that can be used to have an overview of the events. The PNG files include a plot 
of the STA/LTA filter and the output of the STA/LTA algorithm.

The following SAC header variables are filled:
-DELTA contains the sampling period. This period is generally 0.05 second but can vary (with 

the number of wavelet programmed to be transmitted by Mermaid).
-KNETWK contains the network name. The name "MERMAID" is used.
-KSTNM contains the station name is filled. The float number is used.
-NZYEAR, NZJDAY, NZHOUR, NZMIN, NZSEC, NZMSEC contain the date with a millisecond 

resolution.
-STLA and STLO contain the station coordinates in degrees.
-STDP contains the station depth (usually 1500m).
-USER0 contain the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculated by Mermaid and was used for signals 

discrimination.
-USER1 contain the CRITERION calculated by Mermaid that was used for signals discrimination.

When a record is recognized as an event, the following SAC header variables corresponding to the 
seismic event in the IRIS database are filled:

-O contains the difference between the time of the seismic event and the time of the first 
sample of the seismogram.

-EVLA and EVLO contain the coordinates of the event.



-EVDP contains the depth of the event.
-MAG contains the magnitude of the event.
-GCARC contains the epicentral distance to the event.

III. Metadata files

 The metadata list the timestamps of the transmitted data in the “mxx_clk_drift.txt” file, GPS 
locations in ”mxx_pos.txt”, the history of the mission in “mx_stages.txt” . The list of identified 
events is in “mxx_events.txt”. 

 The « mxx_clk_drift.txt » files give information about clock drift of the floats and clock 
corrections that have been applied. The “Dive" column indicates the dive number. The "Step" 
column indicates if the line is relevant to a GPS measurement at the surface, or a trigger caused 
by an event. The "Date UTC" column is the time stamp of GPS synchronization or of recorded 
trigger. The "Drift" column indicates the clock drift that was obtained for GPS synchronization, or 
the clock drift correction we applied to the events. The "Clock Hz" column, indicate the measured 
crystal frequency used to adjust the clock rate. The “Drift/Day" column show the drift speed of 
the clock. This information was used to detect errors of clock synchronization. The 
"Clk_Cor_Leap" column indicate with « -1 » a second subtracted to the measured drift. The 
"Clk_Cor_Dlay" column indicate with « 1 » a second added to the measured drift.

Dive  Step        Date UTC                           Drift          Clock Hz       Drift/Day      Clk_Cor_Leap   Clk_Cor_Dlay   
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:31:11.000000Z        Reset          3686328        x              x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:40:01.000000Z        +0.999909      3686328        x              x              x              
001
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:43:31.000000Z        +0.000000      3686328        x              0              0              
      Event       2014-07-19T07:23:47.998358Z        -0.289239      x              x              x              x              
      Event       2014-07-19T12:46:10.466192Z        -0.326533      x              x              x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-19T14:22:31.000000Z        -0.337677      3686334        -0.166583      0              0              
002
      GPS         2014-07-19T14:36:31.000000Z        +0.000367      3686331        x              0              0              
      Event       2014-07-20T18:43:41.353432Z        -0.111472      x              x              x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-20T20:20:21.000000Z        -0.117858      3686334        -0.095141      0              0  

 The "mxx_pos.txt" file contains all GPS coordinates recorded by Mermaid. The positions called 
"Descent" and "Ascent" are actually linear interpolations, corresponding to the 50m depth 
positions where the surface current is assumed to become weaker (so that we can assume that 
the position at cruising depth is close to this location). The interpolated positions can be 
recalculated from the GPS coordinates (eg if you wish to use a more elaborate interpolation). The  
locations at the time of trigger (labeled Event) are linearly interpolated between the "Descent" and 
"Ascent" locations.

Dive  Point       Date UTC                 Lon         Lat     
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:31:11      8.25371     43.45036
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:40:01      8.25406     43.45129
001
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:43:31      8.25428     43.45160
      Descent     2014-07-17 14:17:44      8.25645     43.45461
      Event       2014-07-19 07:23:47      8.22322     43.49438
      Event       2014-07-19 12:46:10      8.21887     43.49958
      Ascent      2014-07-19 14:15:39      8.21767     43.50102
      GPS         2014-07-19 14:22:31      8.21711     43.50102
002
      GPS         2014-07-19 14:36:31      8.21598     43.50101
      Descent     2014-07-19 15:05:43      8.21362     43.50099
      Event       2014-07-20 18:43:41      8.18660     43.51811
      Ascent      2014-07-20 20:13:27      8.18514     43.51903
      GPS         2014-07-20 20:20:21      8.18497     43.51942



 The "mxx_stages.txt" file contains a description of the mission execution. The “Descent init“ 
stage corresponds to the end of the Iridium transmission and the beginning of oil transfer from 
external to internal bladder to start descent. The “Piston retracted“ stage corresponds to the end 
of oil transfer and this is approximately when the float reaches 50m depth where the surface 
current is assumed to be weaker. The “Park start“ stage corresponds to the beginning of Mermaid 
data acquisition. The depth of the float is also indicated but it is better to use the STDP SAC 
header variable. The “Park end“ stage corresponds to the end of Mermaid data acquisition. The 
acquisition is stopped during the descent and ascent stages to avoid flow noise being recorded. 
The “Surface“ stage is when the float reaches the 50m depths where the surface currents become 
really influential. The ascent and descent time are known with an error of less than 5 minutes.

Dive  Stage               Date UTC                 Depth
001
      Descent init        2014-07-17 14:02:44           
      Piston retracted    2014-07-17 14:17:44           
      Park start          2014-07-17 21:02:48       1507
      Park end            2014-07-19 12:50:08           
      Surface             2014-07-19 14:15:39           
002
      Descent init        2014-07-19 14:50:43           
      Piston retracted    2014-07-19 15:05:43           
      Park start          2014-07-19 21:51:10       1508
      Park end            2014-07-20 18:47:59           
      Surface             2014-07-20 20:13:27         

 The “mxx_events.txt” files contains basic epicenter information obtained from IRIS about the 
seismic events recorded by Mermaid. The “Dist” column corresponds to the epicentral distance 
between the earthquake and the Mermaid station in degrees. When a new earthquake is found, 
the conversion to SAC file is not done until the interpolation of trigger location at next ascent of 
the float. This indicated by “Wait for sac file”.

Filename                  Event date                    Lat        Lon        Dist    Depth   Mag     Raypath Region              
m35.20140720T184341.sac   2014-07-20T18:32:47.790000Z   44.6419    148.7838   85      61.0    6.2     P       KURIL ISLANDS       
m35.20140818T023704.sac   2014-08-18T02:32:05.350000Z   32.703     47.695     32      10.2    6.2     P       IRAN-IRAQ BORDER REGION
m35.20140818T181324.sac   2014-08-18T18:08:22.750000Z   32.5827    47.7037    32      5.0     6.0     P       IRAN-IRAQ BORDER REGION
m35.20140826T013508.sac   2014-08-26T01:26:08.320000Z   64.6384    -17.5183   25      10.0    5.3     S       ICELAND             
m35.20140829T034638.sac   2014-08-29T03:45:07.500000Z   36.685     23.706     13      80.0    5.8     P       SOUTHERN GREECE     
m35.20140830T070702.sac   2014-08-30T07:03:04.140000Z   64.5926    -17.4932   25      6.0     5.4     P       ICELAND             
m35.20140904T210303.sac   2014-09-04T21:00:04.300000Z   36.21      30.82      18      46.0    5.3     P       TURKEY              
m35.20140907T071157.sac   2014-09-07T07:07:59.750000Z   64.5442    -17.395    25      5.0     5.5     P       ICELAND             
m35.20140911T001144.sac   2014-09-11T00:07:40.290000Z   64.5326    -17.3433   25      7.6     5.3     P       ICELAND             
m35.20140915T080858.sac   2014-09-15T08:05:02.090000Z   64.5728    -17.3974   25      10.0    5.5     P       ICELAND             
m35.20141007T102633.sac   2014-10-07T10:22:30.750000Z   64.5298    -17.1994   25      4.0     5.5     P       ICELAND             
m35.20141014T040238.sac   2014-10-14T03:51:34.460000Z   12.5262    -88.1225   85      40.0    7.3     P       CENTRAL AMERICA
m35.20141121T102806.sac   2014-11-21T10:10:19.630000Z   2.2999     127.0562   109     35.0    6.5     PP      NORTHERN MOLUCCA SEA
m35.20141122T131937.sac   2014-11-22T13:08:18.420000Z   36.6408    137.8875   88      9.0     6.2     P       EASTERN HONSHU, JAPAN
Wait for sac file         2015-01-23T03:47:27.050000Z   -17.0309   168.52     149     220.0   6.8     PKP     VANUATU ISLANDS     

IV. KML files

 The KML files can be opened with the Google Earth application. It is possible to show or hide, 
by a click, the events, the GPS fix, the interpolated positions, the trajectory of the float, etc. It is 
possible to click on the stars that represent the Mermaid records to have an overview of a record. 
The plot is a relative link to the PNG files, and then the KML file must not be displaced. There are 
also three more KML files. The “mpos_all.kml” contains the trajectory of each float. The 
“mpos_link.kml” file is similar; this is a link to each KML file in the mermaid directories. Finally 
the “mpos_simple.kml” is simplified version intended for web pages.


